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AbsIncL The dependence of the optical and spin-Hamiltonian parameters of NiFi- and 
Nit- Dqb unils, with a b; (- zz - y2) unpaired electron, upon the equatorial (R,) 
and axial (R,) Ni+-F- Aslances has been studied through multiple-scattering Xrr 
and selfconsistent charge extended Hiickel methods. Both methods lead to the following 
main conclusions: (i) A charge-transfer transition like e.(= + e , q )  -+ b* (- zz - yz) 
(termed E.) is more sensitive than a clystaldeld one like b& (- zy) - b; (At)  or 
e; -+ b i  (A,) to variations in R,. The change experienced by E. mainly rekxls that 
of Vd(hf)- V.,(L), where Vd(M) and Kl(L) are the electrcstatic potentials experienced 
by an electron placed on metal and ligands, respectively. (ii) As regards the unpaired 
spin densities onto n ~ p  and n ~ s  ligand valence orbitals (termed f,, and f, respectively), 
it is found that f- > f. but f. i s  much more sensitive than fn to changes in R,. The 
micmampic origin of this relevant fact is explained in delail. (iii) ?he removal of axial 
ligands, keeping Q, conslant. induces a decrease of E. as a mull of the diminution 
of the electrostatic repulsion. V.l(M), and produces a slight increase of A, and a more 
important one of A,. (iv) The dependence of 911 - go and g 1  -90 on R, mentially 
reflects that of A;' and A;', respectively, because of the low covalency (f,, 2 2%). 

These results on NiFi- and NiG- explain the main differences displayed by 
the electron paramagnetic resonance parameters of Nit(l) and Ni+(lll) centres in 
fluoroperovskits. respectively, only on the basis of the host lattice dependence of Rc,. 
Furthermore, they support the determination of the true R., through the experimental 
isotropic superhyperfine constant. A,. The experimental g-tensor values of Ni+ centres 
are well understood through our calculations. which involve no adjustable parameters 
at all, and demonstrate that (i) Ni+(llI) and Ni+(l) centres can be distinguished by 
looking only at the experimental g 1  value, (ii) aside from inducing a decrement of R,, 
the main effects due to axial vacancies are the diminution of the electrostatic repulsion 
Vd(M) as well as the breaking of bonds with axial ligands in the e; orbital, and (iii) 
changes of R,  of 0.1 pm can be detected through 1111 provided an uncertainty of *lo-' 
is reached. The trends derived from this study are show to be followed also by C& 
and Ag2+ systems, with maderate covalency. In panicular, i t  is nMu reasonably explained 
why CdClz:Cuz+ and (N-mpH)zCuC4 have the Same E. value while A1 and A, are 
clearly higher for the latter system. 

18 

1. Introduction 

A basic understanding of the properties of a doped crystalline material is, in principle, 
more difficult than for a pure one because of the lack of periodicity. In the case of 
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impurities in insulators and ionic semiconductors, this general situation is, however, 
greatly simplified. In fact, the electronic properties due, for instance, to a transition- 
metal (TM) impurity, M, can be understood to a great extent on& on the basis of 
the ML, complex formed with the n nearest anions, L. This idea was pointed out 
by Sugano and Shulman [l] and supported by subsequent work [2-121. It provides 
a bridge between the realm of impurities in insulators and that of TM complexes in 
inorganic chemistry. Despite this relatively simple theoretical framework, the number 
of attempts devoted to exploring the dependence of a large number of optical and 
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) parameters corresponding to a d impurity on 
the M-L distance, R, has been up to now, rather limited. This task is compulsory, 
however, for gaining a good insight into the variations undergone by spectroscopic 
parameters under applied pressures or temperature changes. Furthermore, it can help 
us to solve one of the fundamental problems in the domain of impurities: to determine 
what is the rrue R value and the rrue variations, A R, experienced by the M-L distance 
upon pressure or temperature changes. The importance of investigation in this realm 
has been demonstrated, for instance, in the case of Mnz+-doped fluorides, where 
true R values have been derived from the experimental isotropic superhyperfine (sHF) 
constant [13], A,, and the cubic field splitting [14, 151, lODq, while the anisotropic SHF 
constant, A,,, has been shown [7] to be less sensitive to changes in R. Furthermore, 
in such systems, whose present situation is reviewed in 1161, A R values down to - 0.1 pm can be well detected by monitoring the corresponding variations of A, and 
lODq, thus improving by an order of magnitude the limit reached through extended 
x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), which is ahout 2 pm. Therefore, in the case of 
?U impurities, the variations A R induced by applied pressures smaller than - 5 GPa, 
structural phase transitions of the host lattice or normal thermal expansion effects 
cannot be detected by means of EXAFS whereas they can indeed be observed using 
optical and EPR parameters 

This work is devoted to exploring the dependence of optical and EPR parameters 
of dY impurities on impurity-ligand distances. Although dy ions involve one unpaired 
electron and thus exhibit a relatively simple electronic structure, it is difficult to 
observe them in a cubic environment because of the Jahn-Teller theorem [17]. 
Wing  to this fact, the final local geometry reached hy a dY ion placed in an ‘initial’ 
pure octahedral site corresponds very often to an elongated octahedral situation 
with four closer equatorial ligands at R,, and two further axial ligands situated at 
R,. Therefore, a good insight into the properties of dY ions in insulators requires 
analysis of how they depend on both the equatorial (Req) and axial (R,) metal-ligand 
distances, and it is one of the main goals of the present work. 

?b accomplish this task we have first addressed our attention to Ni+ centres in 
fluoroperovskites [18-211. In the case of KMgF,, K2MgF4 and RbCaF, lattices, three 
kinds of simple Ni+ centres (figure 1) have been well identifed [12-141 through the 
experimental SHF and g-tensors measured by EPR. Centre I can be described as a 
NiFi- complex displaying an elongated octahedral geometry as a direct consequence 
of the Jahn-Teller effect and random strains. Centres I1 and 111 involve the presence 
of one and two axial vacancies, respectively. 

We have also investigated the Ni+ centres found in CaF, [22] and SrF, (231 whose 
local geometly is very close to that of a NiFi- square-planar complex characterizing 
centre 111 in fluoroperovskites. A similar geometry was encountered for Cu2+ [24] 
and Ag2+ [25, 261. Although this geometry gives rise to a singlet orbital ground 
state, it cannot be properly said that CaF,:Ni2+, SrC1,:Ag2+, etc, are the result of 
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Cenlre I centre I1 Cenlre 111 

Plgum 1. 
unpaired electron is always placed in a zz - y2 rype orbital. 

Structure of the three Ni+ centres discovered in Auarapemkitcs. The 

the Jahn-'Mer effect, as this effect is mentioned when displacements from the initial 
cubic position are small while in the latter cases the cation undergoes displacements 
higher than 1 A 

TO analyse whether the rich experimental information on Nit in fluorides can be 
understood mainly on the basis of different R,  and R, distances for all Ni+ systems 
is the main purpose of the present work. If the electrostatic potential exerted by 
the rest of the lattice is not constant in the complex, differences corresponding to a 
ML, complex embedded in two different lattices cannot be explained only in terms 
of kolaled ML, units with different M-L distances. This effect plays an important 
role in explaining the differences shown by optical spectra of K,NaCrF, and CIF, 
[Z?']. For the Nit centres studied in this work, the host matrix has, however, the 
same structure, and the potential due to the rest of the lattice is very flat [l]. The 
existence of extensive experimental information (not existing up to now for Cuz+ 
in fluoroperovskites) together with an early work (28, 291 relating the equatorial A, 
value and R,, explains our initial attention to the unusual Nit ion. Nevertheless, 
the interest of the present study goes beyond the Nit Centra themselves. In fact, the 
main trends derived from the analysis of Nit centres could also sewe as a guide for 
understanding the variations of optical and EPR parameters due to other d' impurities 
in different lattices. An application of this idea to Cuzt in severa1 chloride lattices is 
given in section 6. 

In trying to explain the experimental results on N i t  centra in fluorides, we 
have, first, carried out self-consistent charge extended Hiickel (SCCEH) and multiple- 
scattering X a  ( M S - X a )  calculations for different R,  and R,  values and analysed 
the dependence of one-electron energies and molecular-orbital ( M O )  coefficients on 
both distances. Fmm them, we have derived the dependence of optical transitions 
as well as that of the [g] and SHF tensors on Re, and R,. As all the MO methods 
applied to 3d systems involve approximations, the use of two different methods for 
the same problem helps significantly to clarify what are the right trends displayed 
by the dependence of different EPR and optical parameters upon R, and R,. 
The usefulness of this idea was previously shown [30]. Besides the use of two MO 
methods and the study made on several spectroscopic parameters, there is another 
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characteristic of the present work to be underlined. In fact, a special effort is devoted 
here to understand what are the main causes responsible for the variations of different 
parameters with R, and R,. To accomplish this task, each oneelectron energy is 
expressed as a sum of three. contributions whose meaning is detailed in section 4. 

J A Aramburu el a1 

2. Experimental information of Ni+ centres 

The action of x-rays on insulator materials doped with Niz+ can give rise to the 
formation of the ‘unstable’ Ni+ cation. The presence of this impurity has usually 
been confirmed [18-23, 311 through EPR as, up to now, optical data on Ni+ centres 
are scarce. In particular, no optical data on crystal-field transitions are reported up 
to now. As the Ni nucleus has no magnetic moment, the spin Hamiltonian, Hs, 
corresponding to Nit centres in fluoroperovskites is simply written as 

where ITk] describes the SHF interaction with the k-ligand nucleus. For the centres 
of figure 1 one of the principal directions of the [Tk] tensor is just given by the vector 
R, joining the dY ion and the k-ligand. Though not required hy the symmetry of 
centres, the experimental diagonalized [Tk] tensor is found to be practically axial, 
involving the two quantities All and A.. In the case of Ni+(I) and Ni+(lI) centres 
the SHF interaction with equatorial ligands is much stronger [18-201 than that with 
axial ligands, stressing the planar character of the unpaired electron described by a 
z* - yz type orbital. Through the present work we shall only be concerned with the 
SHF tensor of equatorial ligands of all analysed Ni+ centres. The experimental [ g ]  
and SHF tensors for Ni+ centres in fluoroperovskites are given in table 1, while those 
corresponding to the nearly square-planar NiFi- units formed in CaF, and SrF, are 
given in table 2. In both tables are also included the isotropic (A,) and anisotropic 
(Aan) fist-order contributions to the SHF tensor, and so All and A, can be written 
as 

The microscopic expressions of A, and A,, are discussed in section 3 while those 
for 6(Al , )  and 6(A,) can be found in the microscopic analysis of spin-Hamiltonian 
parameters of dY systems reported in [32]. In the present cases [33] 6(All)/All is 
about 2% while 6 ( A , ) / A ,  is about 12%, and thus such ‘corrections’ play a non- 
negligible role in the analysis of the SHF tensor. 

Thbles 1 and 2 reveal that, for a given type of centre, both g and A, experience 
significant variations when the host lattice is changed, while A,, IS clearly much less 
sensitive. Also an increase of both A, and A,, as well as a decrease of both gI1  and 
g ,  is reflected in table 1 on passing from centre I to centre 111, keeping the same 
host lattice. The calculations shown in this work look to explain the microscopic 
origin of these variations. 

1 1 .  
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Table 2. Experimental data of g and SHP tenmm for Nit cen lm in fluorite-type lattices, 
where Ni+ is surrounded by four F- ions. The SHP tensor is given in lo-' cm-' units. 
The meaning of Qs is the same as in table 1. R,, corrcspands lo the Nit-F- distance 
in the perfect laltice assuming that Nit lie8 a1 the cenlre of the square formed by the 
four F- ions. Qs and RO are given in pm. Ermm are given in wrenthesis 

Host 911 g 1  All A 1  A. R, Ro Ref. 
CaFz 2569(5) 2.089(5) 81.3(30) 36.5(30) 54.3(30) 210.9(17) 193.1 22 
SrF2 2.597(5) 2.090(5) 78.5(17) 35.1(17) 52.3(17) 2120(10) 205.0 23 

3. Theoretical Framework 

3.1. One-electrcm levels of NiFi- and NiFi- complexes 

The oneelectron level scheme for an elongated ML6 complex (M = dY ion) 
neglecting, in a first approximation, the spin-orbit interaction is shown in figure 2. 
The unpaired electron is placed in the antibonding big(- x2 - y2) level. Levels like 
a,,(ax) or a,,(eq) in figure 2 mean that they are mainly built from nLp valence levels 
of axial or equatorial ligands, respectively. The situation for a square-planar ML, 
complex is rather similar to that of figure 2 but excluding levels like e,(ax), a,,(ax), 
etc. 

/ or,feq), 
\ %desi, 

Flgurc 2. The MO scheme for an elongated M L  complex (M = d9 ion) with Dlb 
symmetry. For simplicity only Ihe d levels of the central ion and the n ~ p  levels of 
ligands are included, The ordering of one-electron levels is lhal obtained from Ihe 
presenl calculations for Nie-, 

Within the framework of MO theory [34] the normalized wavefunction Ib&) 
describing the unpaired electron can be written as 

where lxpu) and are linear combinations of nLp and nLs equatorial ligand 
orbitals, respectively, transforming as the B,, representation of Ddh. Here Spu = 
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(d(z2 - y2)Ix,,) and S, = ( d ( d  - $)Ix.) denote group overlap integrals [34] 
widely employed throughout the present discussions. 

The expressions of lxpo) and lx,), according to the coordinate system of figure 1 
and neglecting the ligand-ligand overlap, are 

(3.2) 
ixPu) = ( W P ~  t IP,(W t IP , (~ ) )  - IP,(~))I  

Ix.) = (f)[ls(l)) - ls(2)) t 1 ~ 3 ) )  - I S ( ~ ) ) I .  

Thus the same MO corresponds to the unpaired electron of N G -  and of the 
elongated N e -  complex involving only nLp and nLs levels of equatorial ligands. 
In the case of crystal-field levels b; and e;, an expression similar to (3.1) holds but 
excluding the admixture with nLs fevels of equatorial ligands. The MO coefficients 
corresponding to Ib$) and le;) are denoted as (a,, 0,) and (a2,&), respectively. In 
the case of Ne- (but not for N ic - )  axial ligand orbitals (like lp,(5)) and lp,(6))) 
are ako involved in le;), although calculations indicate that in a smaller amount than 
the equatorial ligand orbitals. 

From equations (3.1) and (3.2) the unpaired spin densities, f, and fs, on 
equatorial nLp and nLs ligand orbitals, are just given by 

f, = (P"PPY/4 f, = (P"P,)2/4. (3.3) 

When halides are present as ligands, f, >> fs because of the significant difference 
between the energy of nLp and nLs levels. For F- such a difference amounts to 
25 e\! 

3.2. Molecular-orbital methods 

Calculations of one-electron energies and MO coefficients have been carried out for 
the &alated Ne- and Nit- complexes as well as for bigger clusters simulating such 
complexes inserted in the simple LiF lattice. As explained in a previous work (301, 
this has been done to  verify that N i e -  and N i e -  complexes alone already reproduce 
the main trends displayed by the spin-Hamiltonian parameters. 

lb be more sure of the predicted trends, two different MO methods have been 
used simultaneously: the M S - X u  and the sCCEH methods. The biggest cluster studied 
through the SCCEH method is NiLi&; while the maximum size cluster calculated 
through the ~ s - X a  method corresponds to NiLi,,F;,. Although calculated properties 
like d - d and charge-transfer transitions, g-temor, etc, show the same trends for 
all studied clusters, they exhibit, however, a slight oscillatory dependence on cluster 
size, as already found, for instance, by Messmer and Watkins 1351. Besides the 
analysis of their results being easy, the SCCEH method has the advantage of taking 
the diagonal elements, hii, associated with the one-electron Hamiltonian, h, directly 
from experimental atomic data. Thus problems found in HartreeFock-Roothaan 
calculations of TM complexes derived from the neglect of electronic correlation and 
the use of simple wavefunctions [ll] for describing negative ions (like F-, CI-, etc.) 
are greatly suppressed in this semiempirical procedure, at least at the atomic level. 
The expression for hii is 

hii = -VSIE(q) + x, t vw. (3.4) 
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Here VSIE(q) (valence state ionization energy [36]) depends on the type of orbital 
and on the total charge q, of the atom and comes from atomic data. V,, denotes 
the electrostatic interaction between an electron in an atomic orbital i and the 
non-zero charges of other atoms in the cluster. Finally, Vw corresponds to the 
electrostatic interaction between the electrons in the cluster and ions lying outside. 
The off-diagonal matrix elements, hi, ,  have been calculated using the expression from 
Ammeter et a1 [37]. Accurate Clementi-Roetti [38] wavefunctions have been used for 
computing all the overlap integrals of complexes. We have verified that the use of 
poorer-quality wavefunctions significantly affects the dependence of the spectroscopic 
parameters upon R,  and R,. In spite of its simplicity, recent works [3!3-41] have 
pointed out the usefulness of the SCCEH method for exploring the main features of 
insulating systems. 

The standard version of the self-consistent field (SCF) MS-Xa method [42] was 
used to carry out spin-restricted calculations on a cluster centred around the nickel. 
Neutral atoms have been used in the initial atomic calculations to construct the 
starting molecular potential. The sphere radii of the muffin-tin approximation were 
determined following completely the Norman procedure [43]: (i) the ratio of the 
sphere radii was k e d  to the ratio of the atomic number radii; (ii) we allow the atomic 
spheres to overlap; and (iii) the absolute values of the radii have been determined by 
imposing a virial ratio -2(T)/(V) to be exactly one. The outer sphere was tangential 
to the more external fluoride spheres, and the charge of the cluster was stabilized 
using a Watson sphere of opposite charge with the same radius as the outer sphere. 

3.3. The spin-Hamiltonian parameters 

The relation between the macroscopic spin-Hamiltonian parameters and microscopic 
quantities l i e  fa, js, A,, etc., has been fully discussed in [30, 321 and thus here only 
the main results will be summarized. 

Microscopically the isotropic SHF constant, A,, corresponding to equatorial ligands 
reflects, in the present case, the unpaired density spin, f5, transferred to nLs ligand 
orbitals through the chemical bond [28, 301. It is simply given by 

J A Aramburu et a1 

A, = f,A: (3.5) 

where A: = 15 193 x cm-I corresponds to the free F- ion. A similar situation 
is encountered for "4 complexes with octahedral geometry and having unpaired 
electrom with E, symmetry [16]. For the present case A,, is essentially given [30] by 

A,, = A, + Ad (3.6) 

where 

A, = f,A! 

arises from bonding (A; = 463 x cm-I for the free F- ion) while 

(3.7) 

reflecB the magnetic dipolar interaction between the electronic spin on Nit and 
the nuclear spin of a ligand. For the present cases A,, is dominated by A,. Full 
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expressiom for A,, as well as for 6All and 6A, in equation (2.2) can be found in 
[32]. Such complete expressions have been used throughout this work for deriving A, 
and A,, from the experimental All and A, values. 

As is well known spin-orbit coupling determines the [g] tensor of TM complexes. 
U p  to second order of perturbations only the virtual excitations b;, -t big (termed 
A,) and b,,(eq) *biz (termed Ai), in the scheme of figure 2, determine gI1 - go. 
Thus gI1 - go can be written as 

911 -go = A2gll(cF) + A2g11(m) + A3gll(CF) + . . . (3.9) 

where A2gll(cF) and Azgll(m) reflect the second-order contributions from the 
crystal-field and charge-transfer excitations, respectively, and A3gll(cF) corresponds 
to the th i rdade r  contribution coming from crystal-field excitations. The expressions 
for all these quantities can be found in [32]. 

In ionic systems like the present ones the first term is clearly dominant. For 
instance, A2gI1(CF) is about 300 times higher than Azgll(m) and about 15 times 
higher than IA3gll(CF)I for N@-. The expression for AZgll(cF) can be written 
briefly as 

A2g11(CF) = ( 8 ~ M / A I ) f i ( a U ~  a l , p p 3 c L )  (3.10) 

where the fl factor, depending upon MO coefficients of bTg and b& levels as well 
as on the ligand spin-rbit coefficient FL, is less than unity for systems with low 
covalency. A similar situation is encountered for g1 -go. which is also dominated by 
the AzgL(cF) contribution given by 

A2g,(CF) = (2~~/Az)f2(ao~'%3 Clprc~) (3.11) 

where f2 plays the role of a reduction parameter provided covalency is low. This 
situation is, however, completely changed when the unpaired electron spends more 
time on the ligands than on the central ion, as happens for CdBr2:Ag2+ [MI. 

4. Method of analysis 

7b gain a better insight into the main causes that determine the dependence of energy 
levels on metal-ligand distances, we have expressed the energy of a given level of the 
isolated complex as a sum of three contributions, depicted in figure 3. 'b clarify the 
ideas, let us first consider a mainly d electronic level, whose wavefunction belongs 
to the r irreducible representation and whose energy is written as EM(r). Once 
the chemical bond is formed in the complex, the total charges on metal and ligand 
ions are qH and qL, respectively, usually being different from the nominal charges 
characteristic of isolated ions. From experimental atomic data and also from density- 
functional calculations, it is possible to determine the energy cd( qM) corresponding 
to the d level of an kolafed metal ion buf with a fractional charge qH. This quantity 
Ed(& (derived from WE( qM)) is the first contribution to zM(r). 

The second one arises from the electrostatic interaction of ligand ions with charge 
qL upon the electron placed into the d orbital. After this second step eM(r)  is thus 
approximated by 
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F@re 3. Pictorial description of the t h m  contributions to the one-dectmn energies 
%,(I-) and fL(r). The meaning of symbols is explained in the t a t .  

For an elongated unit like Ne-, V,,(M) is well approximated by 

V%W = -14e2q~(1)/Rq + 2e2~~(2)/R, .1  (4.2) 

where q L ( l )  and qL(2)  denote the total charge carried by equatorial and axial ligand 
ions, respectively. In the SCCEH method e h  corresponds to diagonal elements, 
hMM(r). arising from the one-electron Hamiltonian of the isolated complex. As 
the d electron is not located at the centre of the metal ion, there are, however, 
corrections to KY(M). Such corrections are different for z2 - y2 or zy electrons, for 
instance, and so they give rise to the purely crystal-field contribution to A,, equal 
to - loo0 an-' for N$-. As found for other m systems, this value is only about 
0.2 times the right A, value, implying that such correctiom to KY(M) do not play a 
relevant role at all. 

By contrast, the energy difference among the five mainly d orbitals arises 
essentially from the interaction of a d level, transforming like r, with ligand 
wavefunctions of the same symmetry via the off-diagonal elements of the one-electron 
Hamiltonian. This interaction, reflecting directly the chemical bond, is also the source 
of electronic charge transfer between ligands and metal. The contribution to eM( r) 
due to the last step will be called eML( r) and so 

= + Kl(') + e M L ( r ) .  (4.3) 

A similar expression holds for the mainly nLp ligand orbitals 

where V,,(L) is rather different from K,(M) and can be taken as 
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In practice, the quantities c M L ( r )  and zLM(T) are derived from the EM(r) and 
zL(r) values supplied by the MO calculations using equations (4.3) and (4.5) and the 
values of the final charges also appearing in the output of calculations. If bonding 
is rather ionic and there is only one linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) of 
ligands transforming as r, then E M L ( r )  can be approximated as 

(4.6) 

which converts to 

c M L ( r )  Y ( 4 ' % L ( r ) / ( 4  - 4) 

b ~ ( r )  = ( k / 2 ) [ h d r )  + ~ L L ( ~ ) I % L ( ~ )  

(4.7) 

using the Wolfsberg-Helmholz guess [45] 

(4.8) 

and taking k = 2. 
The preceding relations are the basis for understanding the dependence of 

different parameters of NiFi- on the two Nit-F- distances, as discussed in the 
next section. 

5. Results on Nit systems 

5.1. Energv levels for NiFi-: dependence on R, 

The order of levels found in our calculations is that shown in figure 2. Figure 4 depicts 
the dependence on Rq of three selected oneelectron levels: the two antibonding 
big and big and the mainly ligand e,( T + 0, eq) ones. It can be noticed, first of all, 
that the dependence obtained through both methods of calculation is very similar. In 
fact, both methods indicate that the two mainly d orbitals are much more sensitive 
than the mainly ligand ones to changes of Res. More precisely, at R,  rz 210 pm 
it is found &(b;,) /aR,  = -1030 cm-'/pm, ae(b;g)/aR,q = -880 cm-'/pm and 
ac(e,)/aR, = -140 cm-'/pm. These figures stress that a charge-transfer transition, 
like e,(s + o,eq) - b;g. is more sensitive than a crystal-field one, like b& -, bTg, 
to Res variations. This conclusion has proven to  be true in the study of some Cuz+ 
systems having their charge-transfer bands in the optical domain [46, 471. As regards 
the dependence of A, on Re,, it is found that A, m R G ~  around Req = 210 pm. 
A value n = 4.7 has been derived from M S - X ~  calculations while TI = 4.4 has 
been found through the SCCEH method. The use in the latter method of single-zeta 
wavefunctions can increase n up to about 8, which is unreliable. In the case of 
MnG- in fluoroperovskites the exponent n has been measured experimentally [15], 
being equal to TI = 4.7. Values lying between 4 and 6 have been calculated for other 
TM ions in fluorides [ l l ,  481, while the analysis of experimental data of VZt-doped 
fluoroperovskites [49] are consistent with n II 5. 

Although for Nit systems the optical transitions A, and A2 have not been 
measured, experimental evidence on the dependence of A, and A2 upon Re, is 
indirectly reached by studying the g-tensor as explained in section 5.5. 

The origin of the variations displayed in figure 4 can be understood by looking 
at figure 5. Such a figure demonstrates that the main source of dependence. of 
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...... M S - X a  

............................................ r e,(n+o) 

P@re 4. Dependence of owelectmn energies of b a ( -  z2 - y2), b&(- zy) and 
a(r+ u,eq) orbitals companding to NI$- on Rcp derived fmm M S - X ~  and SCC~H 

calculations. Results have been oblained for a NiIijzF; cluster. Q, has been taken 
equal to 243 pm. 

the bTs level on Rq comes from the V,,(M) term. This way, for R,  = 210 pm 
and R, = 243 pm, and taking qL(l) = pL(2) = -1, from equation (4.2) we 
have B V , ( M ) / B R ,  = -1050 cm-'/pm, which is comparable to Be(b;,)/BRq = 
-1030 cm-'/pm. On the other hand, for the same distances and taking qm = +1, 
from equation (4.5) we calculate BV,,(L)/BR, =, -80 cm-'/pm. Therefore, the very 
distinct dependence on R, displayed by the mamly d levels and the mainly ligand 
level in figure 4 reflects to a great extent that of V,,(M) and V,(L), respectively. 

0 " ~ " " " " ~ " ' ~ ~ " " " "  

2 2.05 2.1 2.15 2.2 
Re,@) 

P@rc 5. R, dependence of the three contributions called cd, V.l(M) and ~ M L  to the 
bi oneelectmn energy for the elongated NiFi- complex. Ru has been taken equal lo 
24% pm. 

Very recently [50] the key role played by an electrostatic contribution like V,,(M) 
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and Ve,(L) for understanding the variations displayed by the charge-transfer gap 
of insulating cuprates like L&uO, (L = Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd), BizSrzYCuzO, or 
yBa,Cu,O, has been emphasized. 

5.2. l?ansfemd spin densities for NiFz-: dependence on R ,  
Figure 6 points out that again the results found through the MS-Xcr and SCCEH 
methods are rather similar. Both methods reveal a high ionicity of the bonding (f, 
being about 2%) and give f, values much smaller than those of f,. Despite this 
fact, both methods stres that j s  is, however, much more sensitive to R, variations 
than f,,. The origin of this important feature can simply be explained as follows. If 
bonding is ionic, the expressions for pupp and pup, can be approximated, assuming 
the Wolfsberg-Helmholz guess (equation (4.8)) and k = 2, as 

~~.. .  M S - X a  
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The dependence of f, on Re, can be well fitted through the law 

where c is a constant Since the first study carried out for MnZ+ in fluorides [13], 
a law of this kind has been found for systems involving unpaired electrons with 
character [7, SI]. 

5.3. The superhyperfine rensor: determinorion of R, 

Through the preceding results on N e -  and equations (3.6) and (3.7), it is simple 
to  predict the dependence of A,, and A, on Req. For R, = 210 pm and taking 
f, = 2.2% it is found that A, = 10.4 x 

Therefore, A,, would be clearly dominated by the A, contribution and thus it is 
practically independent of R,. These theoretical conclusions thus explain reasonably 
well why the experimental A,, value of centre I in several fluoroperovskites is the 
same, within experimental uncertainty, as pointed out in table 1. At the same time, 
the theoretical value A,, = 13.1 x cm-' computed for R, = 210 pm is not far 
from the experimental value corresponding to centre I in fluoroperovskites. 

Having in mind the strong dependence on R, shown by fs in figure 6 and the 
relation between A, and f, displayed by equation (3.5), the changes experienced by A, 
when the host lattice is changed can also reasonably be understood only on the basis 
of different R, values reached by the N i e -  complex in different Ruoroperovskites. 
Equation (5.2) allows one to determine the true Re, value provided we know the right 
value of the constant c. In the case of MnE- this constant has been derived from 
the analysis of experimental results on several fluoroperovskites [I31 and is equal to 
c = 1.27. This figure has to be compared with the theoretical values reached through 
Hartree-Fock-Roothaan (71 (c = 1.23) and SCCEH [52] (c = 1.42) calculations. For 
NiFi-, SCCEH calculations give c = 1.3 while Hartree-Fwk-Roothaan calculations 
for monovalent ions (Crt, Ni+, Fe+) in fluorides [51] give c values lying between 1.1 
and 1.2. Here we shall assume c = 1.1, following the work of [28], for deriving the 
Re, values shown in table 1 from the corresponding A,. It is important to remark, 
however, that this assumption has practically no influence on the diflerences of Re 
corresponding to  a given centre but placed in two different host lattices. This way, il 
it is assumed that c = 1.2, the Re, values for centre I in KMgF, and K,MgF4 would 
be equal to  R, = 219 pm and Re, = 215 pm, respectively, the difference between 
them being equal to 4 pm as in table 1. 

The values of Re, collected in table 1 for centre I in different Ruoroperovskites 
are ordered following the corresponding values of R,, where Ro denotes the metal- 
ligand distance for the perfect undistorted lattice. This behaviour, which has been 
found for other impurities [16, 531, reflects the important influence of the rest of the 
lattice upon the equilibrium distance of the complex. It is worth noting that a change 
of R,, AR,,  due to the host-lattice change, produces a change of Req, AR,,, that 
is clearly smaller. ?b make this idea more precise, let us define the f factor as 

cm-I and A., = 2.7 x cm-'. 

f = AR, /AR, .  (5.3) 

From the data of table 1 for centre I it is found that f = 0.33 f 0.08. This 
figure has to be compared with the value f = 0.32 * 0.05 derived from MnZ+ in 
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fluoroperovskites [16], where it reflects the tendency of the impurity to get a metal- 
ligand distance as close as possible to the sum of ionic radii of MnZt and F-. 

Equation (5.2) for the present case means that j, and A, are determined to 
a great extent only by the overlap integral S,( R ). We have applied the same 
equations and assumed c = 1.1 to derive the R, v&es for centres I1 and 111, which 
are also collected in table 1. The same procedure is employed for Ni+ centres in 
CaF, and SrF, and the corresponding R, values are given in table 2. The results 
are reasonable as R, decreases on going from Centre I to centre I11 for every host 
lattice, this behaviour being in agreement with the expected decrease of R, when 
the coordination number decreases [54]. 

5.4. Influence of axial ligands 

Bble  3 compares the theoretical results obtained for NiFi- and NiF!- at the same 
R, = 213 pm value. When the two axial ligands are removed, the trends obtained 
through the SCCEH and ~ s - X a  methods are again quite similar. The main features 
of the results (displayed in table 3) on passing from NiFi- to N i e - ,  keeping the 
same R, value are 

(i) A, experiences a slight increase. It is worth noting that A ,  should not change 
in a pure crystal-field description. 

(i) The change experienced by A, is higher than that of A,. 
(iii) The charge-transfer transition e,(* + cr,eq) -+ big undergoes a decrease of 

(iv) f,, is sensitive to the presence of axial ligands. 

The increase of f,, on passing from N i g -  to NiF:- keeping Re, constant 
(table 3) can be related to the increase experienced by A,, on going from centre 
I to centre 111 in table 1, which is about 3 x cm-'. Quantitatively, if f, = 2.2% 
for N q -  and j,, = 3.5% for NiFi-, this would lead to an increase of A,,, 
AA,, 2 6 x cm-I, which seems to be higher than the experimental value. 
In other words, the experimental results of table 1 are more consistent, through 
equations (3.6) and (3.7), with f, values of 2% and 2.5% for NiFi- and NiF!-, 
respectively, and so, although the trend found through both methods is correct, the 
~ s - X a  and specially the SCCEH method lead to an overestimation of the f, increase 
on passing from N i e -  to NiFz-. 

about 15000 cm-'. 

Table 3. Comparison between theoretical values obtained for NiFi- (R, = 243 pm) 
and NiFi- at the same distance Qs = 213 pm. Firs1 and second rows give MS-XOI and 
SCCEH results, respectively. A ,  and A, denote the energies of the crystal-field lransilions 
b& 3 b;3 and e; + b;g, respeclively, while E. means the charge transfer transition 
e.(* + a , e q )  + bTs. Values of A , ,  0 2  and E. are given in cm-' and fr in %. 

System A, A, E, Io 

NiFI- 6410 7010 69690 2.24 " 
6070 6850 56W 1.99 

NiFi- 7610 8450 56770 3.49 
7200 9280 41090 3.88 
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As regards f, the SCCEH calculations indicate that the decrement undergone 
on going from Niq- to N i e -  is about 15% and thus much smaller than that 
corresponding to f,. This fact and the overestimation made hy calculations on f, 
both support that the constant c can indeed he the same for N@- and Ne:- as 
was taken in section 5.3. 

Qualitatively, the removal of two axial ligands keeping the same Res value 
decreases the - e: quantity, mainly because of the involved diminution of 
electrostatic repulsion on 3d electrom, termed V,. This decrement clearly favours 
smaller energies for the charge-transfer transitions, although at the same time 
inducing higher values of the positive eML contribution to cM(r) ,  as pointed out 
by equation (4.6). This increase of eML tends to cancel, hut only partially, the effeca 
of the diminution of ek-e:. As an example, taking qM = 1 and qL( 1) = qL(2) = -1, 
the removal of two axial ligands at R, = 240 pm would imply a variation 
6(rh - e:) = 6(VM - VL) = -37000 an-,, while the calculated diminution of 
the e,(T + a,eq) -+ big charge-transfer transition is only about 15000 cm-I. The 
increase undergone by the eML( r)  quantity on passing from NiFz- to NiFi- keeping 
R,  constant increases the difference eM( r,) - eM(T2) corresponding to two mainly 
3d orbitals with different symmetry. This simple idea thus explains why A, can 
increase although Res is kept constant 

In the case of A, the removal of axial ligands produces an additional effect 
giving rise to a higher increase than that experienced by A,. In fact, such a removal 
destroys the admixture of axial ligand wavefunctions like lpz(5)), lpz(6)), etc., in 
the antibonding e; orbital. As in an antibonding orbital the interaction (via the off- 
diagonal elemena of h )  with ligand orbitals gives rise to an increase of its energy, the 
suppression of bonding with axial ligands decreases the energy of the e; orbital and 
consequently increases A2. The experimental verification of the present conclusions 
upon the influence of axial ligands on A, and A2 is obtained, though indirectly, from 
the g-tensor study reported in section 5.5. Although charge-transfer transitions for 
Nit in fluorides have not been detected experimentally, the present trends are of 
great interest for understanding the experimental data of systems involving CuCI:- 
and CuCI:- complexes, as discussed in section 6. 

5.5. The g-tensor of Nit centres 
We have calculated the dependence of g,, and g1 on Res for both NiFi- and 
Niq- complexes from the MO coefficients obtained through our SCCEH and MS- 
X a  calculations and the general expressions reported in [32] and discussed in 
section 3.3. The results are collected in figures 7 and 8, where they are directly 
compared to the experimental values of Ni+ centres in fluoroperovskites and in 
CaF, and SrF,. For achieving that comparison, the Re, value for each case is 
that derived from the experimental A,, as indicated in section 5.3. Having in mind 
that our calculation of the g-tensor does not involve adjustable paramelers, we find 
that the main features displayed by the experimental g-tensor of all Ni+ centra 
can reasonably be understood through the present theoretical results on NiFi- and 
N q -  complexes. Again, both methods of calculation lead to the same trends. This 
way, the increase undergone hy the g factor of a given centre through the series 
K2MgF4 - KMgF, -+ RbCaF, can mainly be ascribed to the increase experienced by 
R,, P reviously known from the analysis of experimental A, data. Another important 
feature encountered in the present calculations, which is also in agreement with 

11 
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experimental data, concerns the comparison of the plots g,,(Re4) and gl(R,) for 
centres I and 111. It can be seen that gll(Rq) and especially gl(R,) for centre I lie 
above the corresponding plots of centre 111, while the results corresponding to centre 
I1 lie in an intermediate region. 

0.05 
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0.6 
1- - 
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0.4 

. .  
....... X 4 4 )  - 
......... W E )  
. . . . . .  . EH(4) 
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Fwre 7. Rep dependence of theorelical gll -go value derived from SCCKH and US-XO 

calculations and the fxpressions of 1321 for NiFi- (R, = 243 pm) and NiF:- complexes. 
Experimental values componding to Ni+ centres I, I1 and 111 in Auoropemvskites a8 
well as to Ni+ cenlres in CaFz, SrFz, UF and NaF are included for comparison. The 
Rep value for these syst~ms was derived from the experimental A, quanlily as explained 
in Section 5.3. 
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in fluoroperovskites. This is a quit2reasonable result, as the local geomeby of N i t  
centres in CaF, and SrF, is very close to that of a square-planar NiFi- complex 

In the present cases the dependence of gI1 - go and g1 - go upon R,  mimics to 
a great extent that of ATi and A;', respectively. This can be seen in figure 9, where 
the calculated product (gll - go)A, experiences a variation of only - 5% in the range 
200 pm < R, < 220 pm. This important result, already suggested in the analysis of 
experimental data of Nit centres in alkali fluorides (281, is a direct consequence of 
the significant ionicity present in N e -  and NiFi- complexes as well as of the very 
slight dependence of f, and CY: upon R, discussed in section 5.2. Now, taking into 
a m u n t  this fact, it is quite simple to understand why g1 - go is more sensitive than 
gI1 - go for distinguishing a centre I from a centre 111 only through the experimental 
g-tensor. Indeed, this feature, well shown in figures 7 and 8, directly reflects the 
higher sensitivity of A,, compared to that of A,, to the removal of axial ligands as 
explained in detail in section 5.4. 

J A Arambum et a1 

[22, 231. 

SCCEH 1 -  
3 P 
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P C m  9. & dependence of the product (gll - go)A, calculated through MS-XOL and 
WEH method8 for the elongated Ni$- complex. 

Before ending this section, let us mention other important consequences contained 
in figures 7 and 8: 

(i) The Nit  centre discovered in KZnF, should correspond to a Nit (111) centre 
involving two axial vacancies, and not one as was supposed by Rousseau et a1 [21] in 
the first published work on N i t  in fluoroperovskites 

(ii) The so-called A centre found by Hayes and Wilkens [31] in NaFNit can 
hardly be associated with a pure N i e -  complex with elongated octahedral geometry. 

(iii) Finally, the results of figure 7 point out that, for the present cases, 
variations A R  certainly smaller than 1 pm can be measured by looking only at 
the experiment2 gI1 value. More precisely, if the uncertainty in g1 is 0.002, variations 

variations of the experimental gl, factor. 
lARqI 2 0.3 pm produced by extemal pressures could be folowed I through the 
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6. Survey of Cuzt and Ag’+ systems 

Once the salient features displayed by the experimental parameters of the simple 
Ni+ centres found in fluoroperovskites as well as in other fluoride materials have 
all reasonably been understood through the present analysis, it appears as a good 
challenge to investigate whether the theoretical results on Ni+ complexes can SeNe 
as a guide for explaining the main trends displayed by experimental data of other 
more covalent dY systems In particular, it is attractive to study systems for which the 
charge-transfer transitions have been measured. 

For Ni t  in fluorides, such transitions would lie in the vacuum-ultraviolet region 
(figure 4) and because of this they have not been detected up to now. The present 
section will be mainly devoted to analysing results coming from tetragonal Cuzt 
centres in chlorides, for the following reasons: 

(i) Both the elongated CuC1:- and the pure square-planar complex have been 
observed in different ctystalline matrices. This way the CuC1:- complex is formed 
[55-60] in Cu2+-doped CdCI,, LiCl and NaCI, while the CuCI:- unit is found [61] 
in K,PdCI,:CuZt and also in some pure compounds [6244] like (N-mpH),CuCI,, 
(creat),CuCI,, etc. (Here N-mpH and creat stand for N-methylphenethylammonium 
and creatininium, respectively.) 

(ii) The charge-transfer transitions of both species have been well measured 
[55, 56, 59, 621 in the optical domain as could be expected from the optical 
electronegativity scale. It is worth noting that the optical electronegativity x = 2.4 
associated [65] with Cu2+ is the highest among the divalent 3d ions, while that for 
Ni+ has been estimated [29] to be x < 1.8. In the case of Agz+, x is equal [MI to 
2.8, but optical experimental results on this impurity are more scarce than for CuZt. 

In table 4 are compared the experimental optical [55, 561 and EPR results [57] 
for CdCI,:Cuz+ with the optical results [62, 631 for (N-mpH),CuCI, and the EPR 
results [61] of K2PdCl,:CuZ+. The last system is the only one involving a square- 
planar CuCI:- unit in which Cu2+ appears as impurity and, therefore, it is the 
only one in which the SHF tensor has been measured. It is worth noting, however, 
that g,, = 2.221 * 0.004 and g1 = 2.040 i 0.004 have been measured [a] for (N- 
mpH),CuCI, and thus they are quite close to the values measured for CuCIi- in 
KzPdCI,. 

Tshk 4. Representative values of mme experimental optical and EPR parameten for 
CuCl:- and CuCIi- complexes. The values given for CuCI:- a11 refer lo CdCl2:Cdt 
[55-571. EPR and optical paramelen of CuCIt- correspond 10 KzPdC4:CuZ+ [61] and 
(N-mpH)ZCuC4 [62. 631, respectively. A,, Az and E. are given in cm-l, while A, 
and A.. are in 

Complex A,  A, E. 911 - g o  91 - 9 0  As Am 

cm-’ units. 

cuc1:- 9437 10970 25510 0.34 0.073 10.0 4.3 
CuCIi- 12480 14625 26050 0.23 0.047 11.5 5.2 

First of all it can be seen in table 4 that A, is higher for KzPdC14:Cuzt than for 
CdC1,:Cu2+, pointing out that Re, is in fact higher for the latter than for the former 
system. This is in qualitative agreement with the finding for Ni+ centres and the 
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general relation existing between metal-ligand distances and coordination number. 
The analysis of experimental data carried out in [32] shows that the difference of 
R, between both systems is about 7 pm. The other data displayed in table 4 
exhibit the same behaviour found in the comparison between Ni!$ and NSi -  with 
the apparent exception of E.. This way A,, A, and A,, experience a significant 
increase on passing from CuCIt- to CuCI:- while gI1 - go decreases. By contrast 
E, is practically the same for CdCI,:Cuzt and for (N-mpH),CuCI,. 'Ib understand 
this apparently puzzling feature, it is necessary to remark that the experimental data 
of both systems do not correspond to the same R, value because of the different 
number of Cl- ligands. The calculation of the total variation, 6E,  experienced by 
an optical transition on passing from the first system to the second one can be done 
through the following two steps: (i) In the first step, the R, distance of the CuCI:- 
complex undergoes a change 6,R, Y -7 pm while R, is kept constant. This induces 
a change termed 6,E upon the optical transition. For Nit systems both 6,A, and 
6,Eu are positive. (ii) Once the equatorial equilibrium distance of the square-planar 
unit is reached, the two axial ligands are removed keeping R, constant. This gives 
rise to a second change, 6,E, on the optical transition. For Nit systems 6,A, is also 
positive but 6,E, is negative. 

The total energy 6E for an isolated complex is just 6,E + 6,E and so the 
experimental value of A, should be higher for CuCIi- than for CuC$ provided 
the trends for Nit are followed, as indeed is found (table 4). Furthermore, the 
present arguments suggest that 6Eu could be practically zero although 6A, and 
6A, are positive. From a quantitative point of view if SR, Y -7 pm and 
BEJBR,  Y -700 cm-'/pm [43], then 6 , E ,  Y +5000 cm-'. Now if we assume 
that E. decreases about 20% upon removal of axial ligands, as for Nit centres, this 
would lead to 6,Eu Y -5000 cm-I, so 6E, could in fact be close to zero on passing 
from CdCI,:Cu2+ to (N-mpH),CuCI,. Also, a simple analysis of the experimental 
6A, and 6A, quantities reveals that such variations cannot be understood only 
through the decrease undergone by Req. In fact, assuming that both A, and A, are 
roughly proportional to R;: and that 6R, = -7 pm, we get 6,A, = 1500 cm-I 
and 6,A, = 1900 cm-I. Such values are clearly smaller than the experimental 
variations 6A, = 3043 cm-I, 6A, = 3655 cm-L and are thus compatible with 
6,A, Y 1500 an-' and &,A, Y 1800 cm-I. 

In the case of LiCI:Cuz+, a CuCI:- complex is also formed, although E, is 
found [58, 591 to be equal to  28000 cm-I, so it lies about 2500 cm-' higher than 
the corresponding transition [55] in CdCI,:Cuz+. This blue shift is, however, quite 
logical if we take into account that R,, is equal to  274 and 257 pm for CdCI, 
and LiCI, respectively, and use the results found for Ni+ and MnZt Centra in 
fluorides [16]. In these cases the R values are different from the corresponding 
l?,, values but they are ordered in the same way. Quantitatively, accepting [46] 
that BEJBR,,  = -700 cm-llpm, the 2500 cm-' shift found on passing from 
CdCI,:Cuz+ to LiCI:Cu2+ is compatible with a variation AR,, Y -3.5 pm, implying 
that R, Y 231 pm for CuCI:- in LiCI. This value is still higher than R, = 226.5 pm 
and R, = 225.1 pm corresponding to (N-mpH),CuCI, and (creat),CuCI,, where a 
CuCli- unit is involved [62, 631. 

In the case of SrCI,:CuZ+ the EPR results [24] show that Cuzt is surrounded by 
four nearest CI- anions displaying an almost D4b geometry. Having in mind the 

J A Arambum et a1 
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results on Nit centres it could be expected that the spin-Hamiltonian parameters 
of SrC12:CuZt are closer to those of K,PdCI,:Cu2t than to those of CdCI,:Cu2+, 
as is found. This way gI1 = 2.236 and g1 = 2.040(k0.002) are measured [24] for 
SrCI,:CuZt, supporting that the Cuzt centre in SrCI, can essentially be described as 
being a CuCIi- unit. 

Let us say a few words about Agz+ in fluorides. In the case of AgSnF, and 
AgZrF, compounds [67], Agzt is surrounded by an elongated octahedron of F- ions, 
a fact that is confirmed by the experimental g-tensor measured by EPR. For AgSnF, 
it is found (671 at room temperature that gI1 = 2.61 and gL = 2.15. The analysis 
of these values carried out by Friebel [67] leads to a value ji U 0.7, implying a 
moderate covalency for the distorted Age- unit (the factor f, is defined in (3.10)). 
Therefore, we can expect a decrease of both gI1 and g1 on going from A&- to 
AgFi- mainly associated with the expected increase of A, and A,, respectively. 
Recently [ a ]  EPR results on BaF,:AgZ+ demonstrated that, as found for CuZt and 
AgZt in SrCI,, as well as for Nit in CaF, and SrF,, AgZt is surrounded by four 
F- ions displaying an almost local D,, geomeay. The reported gI1 = 2.460 and 
gL = 2.084 f 0.001 values are clearly smaller than those found for AgSnF, and thus 
are consistent with the formation of AgFi- units in BaF,. Unfortunately, the optical 
spectrum of BaF,:AgZt has not been reported and thus a direct comparison with the 
crystal-field transitions [67] of AgSnF, still cannot be carried out. 

As remarked through the present work the dependence of gil and g1 on R, 
follows mainly that of A;' and A;', respectively, provided covalency is not too high. 
In the case of the elongated AgClt- complex, however, it has been shown [66] that 
f, = 18% and thus the unpaired electron spends more time on ligands than on silver. 
Furthermore, related to this strong covalency, it has been demonstrated [66] that the 
A2glI(c'r) contribution is as important as A 2 g I ( C F ) ,  and thus the explanation about 
the origin of gIl, - g, and its dependence on de, is certainly more complex than for 
much more ionic systems. Related to this fact, let us mention that the experimental 
values of g for NaCI:AgZt (R, = 282 pm) and RbCI:AgZt (R, = 329 pm) are 
equal to 2 . h f 0 . 0 0 1  and 2.191k0.001, respectively [69]. This behaviour is opposite 
to that displayed by a given Nit centre through the series of fluoroperovskite host 
lattices and also to that found when comparing gil = 2.335 found [57] for CdCI,:Cuz+ 
(R, = 274 pm) with gI1 = 2.373 measured [60] for NaCI:CuZt (R, = 282 pm). As 
the latter systems both involve the elongated CuCIt- unit, which exhibiu a moderate 
covalency (j, = 9%). the gI1 - g, values are clearly dominated by the A 2 g l l ( c ~ )  
contribution as demonstrated in [32]. Therefore, the increase of gI1 on going from 
CdCI,:Cu2+ to NaCI,:Cuzt would again reflect a decrease of A, induced by the 
expected increase of R following the corresponding R, values of the host lattices. ,' . Nevertheless, direct chechng of this conclusion is not possible as data on the crystal- 
field spectrum of NaCI:CuZt are not yet available. 

I .  Final remarks 

The present work shows that the properties due to Nit(I) and Nit(III) centres in 
fluorides can reasonably be explained only through the simple NiF2- and NiFi- 
complexes, respectively. The changes experienced by the EPR parameters of a given 
centre on passing from a lattice to another one essentially reflect the Re, variation 
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following the change in the chemical pressure exerted by the host lattice upon the 
complex. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters like A, or gI1 and optical parameters like E, 
or A ,  have been found to be specially sensitive to R changes, AR,, a fact that 
allows one to measure A R ,  values well below the I n "  reached through EMS, 
which is about 2 pm. As the use of the electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) 
technique [70, 711 gives rise to  an accuracy of about lo-, G in the measured A, 
values, this would allow one to detect AR,, values down to about 0.01 pm, taking 
into account that BAJBR, = 1.9 G/pm, as derived from the present results on Ni+ 
centres. Only in the case of CaF,:Ni+ have ENDOR measurements been reported [71] 
although the SHF tensor of the first fluorine shell has not been determined. 

It is worth noting that the conclusions reached here are based on theoretical 
calculations where nuclei are kept frozen and thus dynamical effects are ignored. 
Dynamical contributions to energy levels arise from zero-point effects or from 
electrowphonon coupling (in second-order perturbations), which are responsible [72] 
for isotopic shifts in optical spectra [73]. Also the phonon assistance to parity- 
forbidden transitions belongs to  this kind of effect. Such contributions to the energy 
of optical transitions are, however, of the order of 500 cm-I or less. Thus it can 
reasonably be said that the right value of BM/BR (where M is an EPR or optical 
parameter) can be muinty accounted for through the electronic Hamiltonian with 
frozen nuclei as is supported by the present results and the preceding ones on MnZ+ 
impurity. Nevertheless, a very precise determination of A R  from variations of EPR 
and optical parameters would require a further investigation on dynamical effects as 
well as on the possible small influences arising from the rest of the lattice. 

The results obtained here stress that the main effects arising from a i d  vucuncies 
involved in centres I1 and 111 on the electronic properties are: (i) the diminution 
of the electrostatic repulsion &(el); (ii) the breaking of bonds with axial ligands, 
which is relevant onty for some orbitals, like e; or aig, but unimportant for other 
ones, like bTs or big; and (iii) the decrease experienced by Re, as a consequence of 
the coordination number diminution. 

As a consequence of this analysis, it has been shown that the g-tensor alone 
conveys useful information on the presence or absence of axial ligands. It is important 
to remark that this conclusion, as well as the other ones reached in the study of Ni+ 
centres, is useful for understanding the main trends displayed by the experimental 
results of other dY systems with moderate covalency. The validity of this idea has 
been verified for Cuz+ in chlorides and Agz+ in fluorides, whose available EPR and 
optical data have been well correlated with the number of nearest neighbours and 
the estimated metal-ligand distances. Further experimental and theoretical work on 
dY impurities is, however, desirable for a more critical examination of the present 
conclusions. 

Very recently data on the distorted Age- complex in NaF have been reported 
by Monnier el al [74]. The experimental gl, - gu = 0.516 and g1 - gu = 0.094 
values are, respectively, 13% and 16% higher than the values found [a] for AgF:- in 
BaF,. These figures are similar to those obtained in the comparison of the [ g ]  tensor 
corresponding to  Ni+(I) and Ni+(III) centres placed in the same fluoroperovskite. 
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